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Abstract
Social media has incredible potential to build communities and bring the world together; however, 
we have transformed these platforms to be utilized as performative spaces. Social media is 
used to present altered settings, appearances, and behaviors to create believable characters. 
Staging photographs with props, applying filters that best enhance stories, writing well-crafted 
captions, and posting when it maximizes exposure are all strategies users employ to craft their 
online performances. Social media profiles are theatrical performances, and it is easy to get 
mesmerized by their carefully staged fronts.

Sherry Turkle, an MIT psychologist, states that on social media you are attempting to communicate 
something real about who you are. But because you are creating something for others, you find 
yourself playing to your audience more and more to create the character they want to see. 
In these moments in which you are supposed to be showing your true self, you find yourself 
performing instead (Orenstein, 2010). For many people, digital communication promotes a 
strong sense of control, or freedom to choose how to fill in missing information for others (Turkle, 
1995; Markham, 1998). In doing this, social media platforms offers us stages, influenced by 
theatre, on which we can perform.
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Literature 
Review and 
Contextual 
Framework
As human beings, we are social creatures. We require social interactions to sustain healthy 
lives. Our communication with others is essential as it provides us with necessary information 
that is needed to carry out daily activities (Cohen, 2010). Today, social interactions are taken 
to the extreme through social media and through its effect on our society and culture. Social 
media provides an immediate transfer of information between people, regardless of location. 
Online digital spaces amplify our senses, allowing us to see, listen and reach beyond what we 
can accomplish offline. By connecting to situations that are removed from a single physical 
location, we can be involved in multiple situations simultaneously, giving us significantly 
different experiences than physical spaces ever could.

Social media is defined as, “Websites and applications that enable users to create and share 
content or to participate in social networking” (Oxford Dictionaries). According to this definition, 
social media can be traced back to Six Degrees, a website that began in 1997. Six Degrees 
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allowed its users to create a profile and then 
befriend other users. From here, the internet 
developed into the era of instant messaging 
and blogging, and “as the millennium 
changed, almost 100 million people had 
access to the internet” (Rangwala, 2017). 
This new era brought us social media 
platforms that we now use in our everyday 
lives. There are post-based platforms such 
as Facebook and Twitter, image-based 
platforms such as Instagram and Snapchat, 
and video-based platforms like Youtube. 
Today, there are thousands of social media 
platforms. In my study, I look at Instagram, 
and its effects on its users, a generation that 
is at the heart of technological innovation.

Instagram is a mobile application about 
visual sharing that was launched in 2010 
by Kevin Systrom and Mike Krieger. It 
allows users to share their lives with the 
world through the use of photographs and 
videos. Once a user uploads their content, 
they can choose a filter to manipulate the 
picture or video into something more artistic 
and customized before posting to the public. 
Instagram creates a culture where users 
don’t have to conform to norms, but can be 
their own individual selves through visual 
expression. Other than uploading photos 
and videos, users can browse a homepage 
of their followers’ posts, check their newsfeed 
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for activity, and comment on or like any posts. Today, Instagram is one of the top social media 
platforms for photo and video sharing.

A theatrical performance is a cultural experience that exists in every society around the world. 
This form of art uses performers to present the experience of a real or imagined event before 
an audience in a specific place, most often a stage. Theatre has long provided an essential 
medium through which writers, performers, and audiences reimagine who they are. In doing 
this, theatre “provides not only an opportunity for us to create alternative identities but also 
the material for performing such alternatives in the real world” (Knapp, 2009). Performative 
elements exist in every society; however, there is a distinction between theatre as an art form 
and theatre as performative elements in other activities. The history of theatre is affected 
by the origin and the development of the theatre as an independent activity (Banham, 1995; 
Brockett and Hildy, 2003; Goldhill, 1997). 

In the 1920s, the radio industry began, opening the doors to electronic media performances. 
The invention of the radio allowed listeners to tune into audio productions, regardless of 
where the broadcasters and listeners were located. The radio was wildly popular because of 
both its theatrical programs (soap opera style performances) and its availability. Television 
broadcasting soon followed radio broadcasting.

The television industry began in the 1940s. Many elements of the theatre were integrated 
into the creation of the first generation of electronic television shows, including playwrights, 
theatre directors, and theatre stars. Networks advertised television as a medium by which 
the average American could access the best of theater and performance in their homes. The 
famous media philosopher, Marshall McLuhan, said that worldwide television networks were 
forming a “global theater,” in which all Americans would be performers, and none would be 
spectators (McLuhan, 1963).

As television and the performances that it provided grew quickly into an everyday occurrence 
for many people, academicians took notice. In the 1950’s, sociologist Erving Goffman argued 
in his book, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life, that all of life is a performance. He uses 
the term ‘performance’ to refer to the activity of an individual before a set of observers which 
has some impact on the spectators (Goffman, 1956). He believes that we act out a role in every 
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interaction, altering it based on the individual 
that we come into contact with. We do this 
to control the impressions that we make 
on other people by changing our settings, 
appearances, and manners.

If we imagine ourselves as directors 
observing the interactions in the theatre of 
everyday life, we are doing what Goffman 
called “dramaturgical analysis,” which is the 
study of social interaction regarding theatrical 
performance (Macionis, 2010). According to 
the Merriam-Webster definition, dramaturgy 
is the “art of technique of dramatic 
composition and theatrical representation” 
(Merriam-Webster, 2018). It is the idea 
that people’s lives can be understood 
as resembling performers in action on a 
theatrical stage. Goffman argued that “the 
self is a sense of who one is, a dramatic 
effect emerging from the immediate scene 
being presented” (Goffman, 1974).

In Frame Analysis, Goffman stated that 
what is important is the impression a person 
provides the audience with by figuring out the 
person they are in the role they are playing 
(Goffman, 1974). Through a well-crafted 
theatrical performance, the actor’s goal is to 
convince the audience to view them as he 
or she wanted. The Presentation of Self in 
Everyday Life examines self-presentation 

theory and dramaturgical analysis, which are 
both used by social media researchers today 
as they study how we portray ourselves, how 
we interact with one another, and how we 
make sense of the world in online spaces. 
These online spaces are integral to how 
people interact with each other and, as such, 
they have secured a place in the history of 
performance.

A theatrical performance contains four 
essential elements: script, process, product, 
and audience. The script acts as the 
blueprint from which to build the production. 
The process is the coordination of the 
creative efforts that are led by the director. 
This is where the work is brought to life 
through characters, language, music, and 
visual elements that include scenery, props, 
lighting, and costumes. The product is the 
result of the production that the audience 
witnesses. The audience is essential to 
performance as it provides live feedback, a 
way for the performance’s cast and crew to 
examine the response that their work elicits.

The production roles that are present in 
theatre are the playwright, director, actor, 
and producer. The playwright tells a story 
through the script. The director pieces 
together the script, actor, set, costumes, 
and lighting into a unified whole. The actor 
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brings the production to life by physically 
performing. Lastly, the producer constructs 
and organizes all of the physical details of 
the performance.

Instagram’s elements and production roles 
are the same as those in traditional theatrical 
performances. Instagram provides a stage 
for visual storytelling where users can 
experiment with their appearance, beliefs, 
and interests through the use of language 
and visual elements. Staging photographs 
with props, applying filters that best enhance 
stories, writing well-crafted captions, and 
posting when it maximizes exposure are all 
strategies users employ to craft their online 
performances. The result of the production 
is then published to the world.

Sherry Turkle, an MIT psychologist, states 
that on social media you are attempting to 
communicate something real about who you 
are. But because you are creating something 
for others, you find yourself playing to your 
audience more and more to create the 
character they want to see. In these moments 
in which you are supposed to be showing 
your true self, you find yourself performing 
instead (Orenstein, 2010). For many people, 
digital communication promotes a strong 
sense of control, or freedom to choose how 
to fill in missing information for others (Turkle, 
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1995; Markham, 1998). In doing this, social 
media platforms offers us stages, influenced 
by theatre, on which we can perform. 
Life in the digital era is not necessarily 
more intensely performative than in any 
other period, but these performances are 
digitized and distributed, public, networked, 
and media-saturated – both concerning 
information saturation and pop-culture 
saturation (Gergen, 1991; Baudrillard, 1988).

Amalia Ulman is a conceptual artist whose 
work focuses primarily on performance. In 
2014, she created a piece titled Excellences 
& Perfections in which she used Instagram 
to stage a five-month performance inspired 
by extreme makeover culture (Connor, 
2014). Through the use of sets, props, and 
locations, she constructed photos that 
represent a luxury lifestyle. Ulman shifted 
her identity on social media from “girly-
girl to narcissistic sugar-baby to wellness-
oriented green juicer, all within five months” 
(Connor, 2014).

While viewing Amalia Ulman’s Instagram 
feed, the audience understands the persona 
she is creating by the use of the props that 
surround her, all of which are used to signify 
class and wealth. As a director in a theatre 
would, she makes sure that the stagecraft, 
costume design, props, lighting design, and 
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acting work together to construct a convincing illusion of a real-life person’s real-life Instagram 
feed. Ulman’s project gets remarkably close to the truth of how we stage our online lives.

The digital age provides us with multiple online stages defined by social media platforms. We 
shape our digital presence within the platform we choose to use. Within their restrictive spaces, 
the platforms allow individuals to play with different aspects of their presentations of self and 
to manipulate the relationships of their online characters to others. Performances began in the 
physical space, progressed to radio and television, and have now dramatically expanded to 
online performances on social media platforms. These online performances are different than 
any other performance in the past due to their deceptive appearances and impressions.

Social media eliminates the need for its users to spontaneously respond to the body language 
or analyze the facial expressions of those they are communicating with. It, instead, allows users 
to observe from a distance, giving users self-esteem, confidence, and a feeling of belonging. 
When users are mesmerized by profiles on Instagram, they are transported to different worlds. 
This sense of escape is similar to the feeling that is elicited in a movie theater or live theater, 
the feeling of becoming a part of the performance space. 

The performative elements of the Instagram platform are like those of movies or live theater, 
working together to bring stories to life, and there’s something about the stories that capture 
people, allowing them to transcend their everyday lives and feel the emotions that the stories 
intend the users to feel. Stories have the power to not only affect users in the moment, but 
change how they view the world, others around them, and themselves. Instagram offers a 
stage for its users to create a story, embody a character, and impact people in profound ways. 
Like theater, these stages are carefully designed with backdrops, lighting, and other elements 
that support the stories that are being told.

Stage design is the process of planning and creating the scenery for each set in a performance. 
It is a collaborative effort between the stage designer, the director, and other key people 
responsible for planning the action, lighting, costumes, and set construction (Moulton, 2016). 
Sets can range from being abstract to highly realistic. Stage design showcases exciting 
concepts, techniques, and materials to provide context for the performance and to draw in 
the audience. Stage designers’ primary focus is how to tell a story powerfully and creatively. 
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naturalism: staging and branding guidelines, 2017
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They not only create the concept that is in 
line with the director’s vision, but they also 
make the decisions on how the stage will be 
constructed.

The scenery in a performance is impacted 
by the style and form that it takes on. 
In traditional theatre, the styles include 
Naturalism, Expressionism, Absurdity, 
Modernism, Postmodernism, and Classical. 
Naturalism: Staging and Branding 
Guidelines is an experimental exploration of 
staging and design guidelines for Instagram 
users. I deconstructed the elements of 
theatre and used them towards staging an 
Instagram performance. The features I took 
from theatre were the theme, character, set 
design, lighting, and special effects. The 
guidelines walk a user through the process 
of creating and staging an Instagram photo 
based on the style they want to use to 
successfully communicate their story. I aimed 
to express my thoughts about how users are 
subconsciously thinking of Instagram. Avid 
users think to themselves: How can I stage 
this photo to get the most likes? What filters 
should I use? What should the caption be? 
Users are always wondering what will get 
them the most attention, support, and likes.

Instagram users put a significant amount 
of effort into stage design because every 
detail is communicating something to the 
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audience about the narrative being told. 
Users consider the emotional tone of the 
story, who the story is about, how the story 
is told, where and when the action happens, 
and what else happens that supports the 
story. The set must also work within the 
designated stage, with its size, shape, and 
relationship to the audience. These detailed 
considerations are essential for a successful 
performance.

For my capstone project, I performed the 
role of a social media influencer for 21 
days. “A social media influencer is a user on 
social media who has established credibility 
in a specific industry. A social media 
influencer has access to a large audience 
and can persuade others by virtue of their 
authenticity and reach” (Pixlee, 2017). I used 
the Instagram account, @itsfina, to take on 
this new persona. I started the process by 
deleting the 886 posts I previously had. Next, 
I read and I researched. I followed dozens 
of popular influencers and bloggers to save 
their photos and captions for inspiration. 
I gained the majority of my inspiration 
from bloggers such as @viktoria.dahlberg, 
@shutthekaleup, and @leefromamerica. 
I focused on showcasing food and fashion.

In my 21-day performance, I took on the 
roles of the playwright, director, actor, 

and producer of this production. As the 
playwright, I told the story through the use 
captions and actions of my character. As 
the director, I pieced together the captions, 
character, set, costumes, and lighting into 
a unified whole. As the actor, I brought the 
role of the influencer to life by physically 
performing on stage. Lastly, as the producer, 
I constructed and organized all of the 
physical details of the performance. I went 
from buying hundreds of dollars’ worth 
of clothes to making six eggs just to get 
one perfect over-easy egg. Itsnotfina.com 
contains the documentation from the three 
week long performance.

@itsfina Day 6 highlights two over-easy 
eggs plated on a white dish with a silver 
fork, You Are a Badass, a black journal, 
flowers, and a cup of coffee in a white mug. 
The props sit on top of a white duvet cover. 
Lastly, my fingernails are painted with a pale 
pink color. When staging this set, I started 
by cooking the over-easy eggs. It took six 
tries to cook a perfect looking over-easy 
egg. Next, I prepared the coffee. I knew 
that I wanted it to contain foam, so I put the 
coffee in a blender. You Are a Badass is a 
self-help book guiding readers on how to live 
a life they love. You Are a Badass is popular 
among the health and wellness influencers. 
The black journal was added to the set to 
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add contrast between the book and the white 
sheets. I was inspired by flatlay Instagram 
photography to place the flowers within the 
frame. The set is stage on white bedding 
which is inspired by bedding sets from Urban 
Outfitters and Anthropologie. Hours of my 
time went into staging my Instagram photos 
perfectly. I had to think about the props and 
what they communicated, the captions and 
hashtags, as well as the brands that I was 
tagging in the photos. The process was time 
consuming and extremely detail oriented.

Over the course of the three weeks, I learned 
a lot about myself and my interactions with 
Instagram. In hindsight, I am glad I didn’t 
begin with a specific plan or set of step-by-
step instructions. Instead, I allowed myself to 
tap into my creativity and reactions as to what 
inspired me and what was inspiring others. 
In 21 days, I gained over 300 new followers. 
I was reposted by the brands Fourth & Heart 
and Homesick on their Instagram feeds. I 
was asked by two photographers if I would 
shoot with them. Lastly, I was even given a 
handful of discount codes to different stores. 
I enjoyed my experiences as a playwright, 
director, actor, and producer. Moreover, 
performing the role of an influencer gave 
me great insight into the world of Instagram 
and its role as a platform for many of today’s 
performers.
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Process and
Methodology
My primary research on theatre and performance began by finding physical performative 
spaces in public to investigate the way performers showcase their talents. Washington Square 
Park was the first space that I studied. I observed the park while mapping its performers 
and audience members on a sheet of paper that I had brought. There is not an elevated 
platform where performers can gather in the park and instead, they could go anywhere they 
pleased. However, the majority of the performers gathered in the middle of the park, while the 
audience members were in a fluid movement around them. The types of performers ranged 
from musicians to jugglers to living statues.

audience members

audience members

performers
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washington square park ethnographic study, 2017
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The second space I visited was the Urban Theatre on the High Line. The Urban Theatre 
allowed the audience members to sit on wooden benches and look out through large windows 
that framed the street below. In this unusual situation, I quickly learned that New York City 
was the performer. This study of physical performative spaces in New York had me consider 
the architecture of an area and how it can generate specific types of performances. A park is 
an excellent place for all kinds of street performers, while the structure of the Urban Theatre 
was more of a tranquil place to observe the city. The architecture of the Urban Theatre did not 
lend itself to street performers, nor did the park lend itself to the performance of the hustle and 
bustle of the city.

audience members

audience members

performers
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After investigating physical performative spaces, I turned my focus to social media. I studied 
the different interactive features that each platform offered and created a handful of projects 
on how users are taking advantage of them. I started with Facebook. The Are You Sure Tool 
questions the truthfulness of a user’s activity on Facebook. This plugin makes users aware of 
the type of person that they’re claiming to be. For example, when a user goes to post a status, 
they can choose to attach a “feeling” to it. They can say that they’re feeling happy, sad, excited, 
etc. Once they select their feeling and go to post their status, they’ll get a notification asking 
them if they are sure that they’re feeling that way. The Are You Sure Tool highlights the fact that 
most social media users are subconsciously clicking away without really thinking about who 
they are, how they feel, and what they want to express.

are you sure tool, 2017
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Nooneisspecial.com is a hashtag-based, automatic notification system that reminds Twitter 
users of their place in the world. For example, a user goes to post a picture of their drink from 
Starbucks. They decide to hashtag the drink using #pumpkinspicelatte. Nooneisspecial.com 
recognizes the use of the trending hashtag and pulls the photo the user posted to post on the 
website. Meanwhile, the user will get an automatic reply from the No One is Special, Twitter 
account. The response consists of a number and a link that leads the user to their photo on 
nooneisspecial.com. Once the user clicks on the link, they’ll be redirected to the website where 
they will see their picture among thousands of others that look almost the same.

nooneisspecial.com, 2017
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Live Like Kylie is a book that contrasts Kylie 
Jenner’s luxurious Instagram with the real 
price tags of the items within her photos. 
Many Instagram users have a strange 
fascination with Kylie Jenner. Because of this 
bizarre fixation, I followed her on Instagram 
and observed the world objectifying her. 
With every post she shares, she is on 
display for the world to critique. Her followers 
are obsessed with everything in her photos 
from her injected lips to her $300,000 cars. 
What her followers don’t realize is that this 
materialistic and expensive lifestyle is not 
attainable for the average person. Live Like 
Kylie contains Jenner’s Instagram photos 
printed on gold paper, while the price tags 
of the items in the pictures get revealed 
in each spread when the receipt paper is 
turned over.
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After reading a handful of case studies on the effects of Instagram, I chose to collect my own 
research from 100 millennial social media users on this topic. I first created an online survey 
with 20 questions. The most surprising results I discovered from the study were that half of the 
users would remove a post online if it didn’t receive enough likes, half of the users cared about 
the number of friends they had online, and half of the users are jealous of what their friends 
post on social media.

After completing the survey, I decided to direct message 32 Instagram users to ask, “What is 
your last post and why did you post it?” Two of the answers were, “lol I posted my last insta 
Bc I thought I looked cute and Bc I wanted ppl to see me being social in Atlanta” and “my 
girlfriend was mad that I never posted pics of her.” In my findings, I discovered that half of the 
users find themselves consumed with curating their online persona. Users not only carefully 
craft themselves, they also craft the conversations they are having and the way in which they 
perceive the world. They take extra time and consideration to control the impressions that they 
make on their family and friends. We may get the feeling that these people are more informed, 
influential, or attractive than they are in real life. Because of this, we need to realize the content 
we consume through social media is highly subject to illusion, much the same way that theater 
captivates its audience.
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Delimita-
tions
The intent of this thesis is to analyze the correlations between traditional theater and social 
media as theatrical platforms. The focus is on millennial Instagram users, and, as such, the 
study limits itself to only the Instagram platform. The thesis identifies and assesses the features 
of the platform that mirror those found in theater and create the most impact on user profiles: 
theme, character, set design, lighting, and special effects. The study seeks to draw and define 
the parallels between Instagram “performances” and traditional theatrical performances. 

According to Sherry Turkle, an MIT psychologist and social scientist, most social media 
users curate their sites to impress their audiences, and they often find themselves performing 
instead of being truly reflective (Orenstein, 2010). In doing so, these users are treating their 
social media platforms - like Instagram, Facebook, Snapchat, and Twitter - as stages on which 
they perform. 

This thesis seeks to confirm this very concept, and my study is the investigative portion of 
my work, meant to provide the data needed to support or deny the thesis. To acquire data, 
my three-week long Instagram performance tested the methods used in social media as they 
compare to theatrical performances. The evaluation was made according to the characteristics 
found within each. Outside of my online performance, I performed research on historical and 
present day theater to create the contextual framework for my discussion about social media.
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Social media profiles are well-crafted performances that are often scripted to deceive their 
spectators. The Instagram platform demonstrates how easy it is to manipulate an audience 
through curated images, carefully chosen backdrops, and thoroughly edited captions. Avid 
users have close relationships with their followers, which allows them to create a narrative they 
know will draw in their audience (Granados, 2017). They have mastered the art of presenting 
altered appearances and behaviors with the use of appropriate props, filters, and well-crafted 
captions. These online performances mesmerize audience members by their carefully  
staged fronts.

The knowledge gained from theatrical performances can inform designers about the utilization 
of social media platforms today and about what this means for the future of these platforms 
or new platforms that emerge out of this vey knowledge. My own investigation confirms that 
based on their constructs - stage design, direction, production, and performance - Instagram 
profiles and theatrical performances are similar. So keeping in mind that users often employ 
Instagram as a performance space, we as designers of social media platforms can embrace 
the needs of consumers as we also embrace the ever-changing world of technology. 

Some of the best designs and discoveries happen by accident, and as a result, many famous 
brands and products started out doing something completely different to what they are 
known for today (Heilpern, 2016). Designers will need to work collaboratively with developers, 
programmers, coders, UX designers, architects, and testers when manipulating the way society 
performs in the virtual space of social media. Using the knowledge we have as designers, we 
can design with empathy towards users who use social media platforms, like Instagram, as an 
open space to perform.
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